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begin Oct. 1st, 1899, and conti nue seven month
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Thera
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es of
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Pathol ogy and Bacter iology.
Labor atory Cou rses at this College in Ur inary An
alysis, Chemistry, Histology, P ath tology and
teriolo gy, and Practi cal W ork in P hysica l Diagn
Bacand Demo nstrati ve Obste trics. are now includ ed osis, S urgery , Practi cal Surge ry and P ractica l Anato my,
in the cu rriculu m.
The instruc tion is given by schola stic and
lations by the studen t. T he clinica l advan tages clinica l lectures, by reci tations , and by practi cal manip uare in many respec ts unsurp assed.
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location, one block from
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ed with the latest appli ances for the scientific
treat mP.nt of both medi·
cal and surgical cases.
The nursing is in charge
of a Sisterhood of Prot
estant Deaconesses who
are in love with their
work and thoroughly
trained for it.
CHARGES- S5.00 in ward and $10.00 to S25.00 in private room,per week
prepaid. Resident physician always in attendance.
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UTERINE HJEM'ORRHAGE.
B Y EWING BROWN, M. D.

From investigation regarding the uterine discharg,es, a study
of the pain complained of, and a bimanual examination we derive
the greater part of our information on which to base a diagnosis in
the majority of uterine and pelvic diseases of women. The first of
these, leucorrhoea and haemorrhage from the uterus, should be considered as symptoms only rather than diseases of themselves, and are
often among the first'and therefore the more important indications
for investigation. Perhaps too much stress bas been laid upon the
difference between metrorrhagia and menorrhagia as though ·they
were distinct conditions, whereas they. blend the one into the other
Neither one pe;sists long and is severe as a rule withont the othe;
being added and the etiology of them is nearly the same in cases
which are markedly severe and protracted.
Perhaps a better division of uterine haemorrhage is into two
classes. The one where there is sufficient loss of blood to produce
anaemia and the other where there is only slight haemorrhage.
The first is found most often. as a result of pregnancy, with fibroids
(interstitial or submucus fibroids being the varieties most often
producing marked haemorrhage, and this on account of the accompanying metritis and endometrits), or in advanced cancer in the
lower . half of the uterus. The latter or minor haem<:>rrhages are
most often associated with retrodisplacements of the uterus, laceration of the cervix, subinvolution of the uterus, abnormal conditions of the blood vessels, endometritis (with which is always associated also more or less metritis) and diseases of the adnexia.
Regarding the period of life , excessive bleeding in virgins under twenty years of age or near this period of life is more often
caused by simple congestion from cold, sexual excitement, shock or
over exercise. In unmarried women over twenty years of age
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polypi and myomata are frequent causes (polypus being more frequent between twenty and thirty years of age and fibroid between
thirty and forty). In married women, pregnancy, including abortion and ectopic gestation, with the sequelae so often found are
causes. In women over thirty-five who have borne children always
suspect cancer. After the climacteric period haemorrhag e is near! y
always due to cancer. No woman who has had children should be
treated for severe uterine haemorrhag e unless the physician has first
made a vaginal and bimanual examination because, (1) bleeding is
often the first and only symptom of malignant disease of the uterus
(2) such treatment will often reflect little credit upon the attending
physician, not being based upon a proper diagnosis. In virgins a
vaginal examination is seldom required, for we do not expect cervical troubles either benign or malignant and much more can be
detected by a rectal bimanual examination under an anesthetic than
by a vaginal examination , if any were advisable. Cancer of the
cervix and os are less often found in married women, proportionately, than malignant disease of the fundus which is less rapid in
growth and also in affecting adjacent parts, hence delayed recognition is less 'dangerous t0 the patient.
The first essential in the treatment of any bleeding from the
uterus is absolute rest in bed. If a 'sedative is required bromide of
soda should be used rather than opium or its derivities. No alcohol in any form should be given the patient. In the treatment of
fibroids only two medicines appear to have any power whatever to
control the bleeding. These are the fluid extract of hydrastis and
ergot. For subinvolutio n accompanie d with hemorrhage the use
of chlorate of potash with ergot will often be found the best of treatment. At the climacteric period bleeding, at this time and for no
other cause, is often well treated with tincture of digitalis sometimes with ergot.
No human eye ever encountered a prettier spectacle than that of the
illumination of the Grand Court at the Greater America. Exposition.
Grand as were the electrical effects last year, they are far surpassed
by the beauty of the spectacle this year. or:his feature alone is sufficient
to repay one for the time and money spent in visiting the Exposition.
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CASE OF BRAIN CYST- OPERATIO N-- RELIEF
OF SYMPTOMS.
BY BYRON B. DAVIS, M.D.

The case here reported is not in any way unique and possesses
value only with respect to 4iagnosis and the advisability of operation. Reports in cerebral surgery have been so variable and views
held so diverse that every case, successful or unsuccessful, is valuable as a factor contributing to a more settled plan of action.
G. N - - - , a German farmer, aged 47, entered Immanuel
hospital, Jan. 25th, 1899· Is married and has five children, the
youngest being two years old; all healthy. Is reported to have
been a healthy man untilJuly, 1896, when he had what was supposed to be a sunstroke while working in the harvest field. He
fell and had to be carried to the house but in a few hours was about
again, no physician having been called. From this time he complained of almost constant headaches ; his mental condition seemed
to deteriorate, he was apathetic ; every week or two he had a convulsive attack and would often fall, but the convulsive movements
were not severe, never general, and it was thought he did not lose
consciousness.
This state continued about the same for one year, or until July,
I 897 .
He was again working in the field and fell, but was able to
get up and walk to the house, though his right foot dragged, his
right arm and right side of the face were paralyzed, and he was unable to pronounce words.
The above condition has continued to the present time without
any great change except a gradual accentuation of the symptoms
and the onset of other symptoms to be mentioned. He has been
confined most of the time to the bed. His relatives think his mental state has been growing gradually weaker, but whether the
aphasia does not give them this impression is a question. The convulsive attacks have continued but more frequently than before
averaging three to five per week. The last few months there have
been occasional attacks of vomiting not especially dependent upon
what he has ingested. Sudden changes of position make him
dizzy.
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Two months ago his wife detected that he could not see objects
in the right visual field. Six weeks ago he began to have incontinence of urine. The urine dribbling away almost constantly.
Has been constipated all the time, but not obstinately so.
PRESENT CONDITION.

A small, dark complexion ed man, fairly well nourished, with
prominent rather wild looking eyes; conjunctiva e injected. Seems
to understand what is said to him but cannot find words to answer;
motor aphasia. Right side of face expressionless, cannot whistle.
Right arm and forearm almost completely paralyzed, the finger~
being flexed; claw hand. Right leg not so completely paralyzed
as the arm, but is unable to walk. Some atrophy of muscles of
arm and leg, but not excessive. Has right homonymou s hemianopsia; no ptosis. Pupils normal; double optic neuritis. Urine dribbles from bladder, but there are only three or four ounces of residual urine. No bed sores.
Although no trace of syphilis could be found and his healthy
children spoke strongly against it, it was decided to obey the so
often repeated dictum and give iodide of potassium while watching
the case. The doses were rapidly increased for ten days, but as
the symptoms were growing progressivel y worse the treatment was
stopped.
Feb. 8th, r8gg. He has been carefully watched during the
past two weeks. Has been seen several times by the nurse to have
covulsive movements of the right side of the face, right arm and
right leg, but never has the seizure been general, and in no instance
could the nurse be positive that consciousne ss had been lost. The
conjunctiva e become deeply injected at such times and so remain
for several hours when they gradually resume the natural color.
The convulsive attacks are followed by heavy sleep.
Often complains of severe pains in left side of head, worst in
temporal region. Beseeches me daily by signs to perform an operation upon his head. Vertigo on sudden change of position is very
marked. Since entering the hospital there has been an increasing
degree of somnolence, it being at times impossible to arouse him
from the deep stupor into which he falls. The progressive character of the disease makes it imperative that if there is to be any operative intervention it must not be delayed.
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The location of the lesion does not seem to be in much doubt.
·W ith the hemiparesis, the motor aphasia, the hemianopsia, a lesion
-in the region of the Rolandic fissure extending into the frontal lobe,
especially into the third left frontal convolution and downward
enough to involve the optic tract back of the voint of decussation
in the chiasm was plainly indicated.
The nature of the lesion was not so clearly made out. The
present symptoms suggested strongly the existence of a neoplasm,
but the early symptoms were apparently so antagonistic to this
view that I had great difficulty in fitting together the apparently
contradictory set of phenomena. The abrupt onset, the falling
while exposed to extreme heat, the sudden supervention of para·
lytic symptoms did not seem to point at all towards a neoplasm;
while the severe p~in, vertigo, optic neuritis, and progressive
symptoms were not what one would expect from a hemorrhage.
The erroneous conclusion was finally reached that a true sunstroke had occurred in the first instance followed by a chronic
pachymeningitis intema. Later, at the time of the second fall, with
supervention of paralysis a hemorrhage from the thickened and
inflamed dura seemed probable-paclzymeningi'tis hemorrhagica. In
the course of time a cyst might have developed from the bloodclot whose slow growth would explain the progressiveness of the
symptoms. The pain was attributed to the meningitis. This
theory seemed to fit the entirety of the symptoms more perfectly
than any other.
The next question demanding an answer was: "Is an operation
advisable?" Generally speaking operations in the presence of
meningitis have been disastrous and are not countenanced by our
best authorities. But in this instance there was apparently a different condition from that which usually obtains in an ordinary
· meningitis. The favorable experience of Dennis in those cases in
which blood-clots or cysts are found beneath the membranes was
uppermost in my mind when deciding upon operative intervention.
Roswell Park ("Surgery by American Authors," Vol. II, p.
581), says of pacJzymmingitis intenta: ''It is frequently the occasion
of a firm membranous exudate upon the internal surface of the
dura, which forms in time a new membrane rich in small and extremely friable vessels, from which hemorrhages easily occur, thus
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giving rise to the condition of pachymeningitis hemorrhagica. Trifling
hemorrhages will produce little or no disturbance; when of greater
-extent they may give rise to localizing brain symptoms. These
extravasations may absorb or undergo fluidification; i. e., produce
iJ.ocalized or cystic collections of fluid."
Feb. nth, I88g, 2.30 p. m.: Operation. Dr. C. L. F.
Swanson, the house surgeon, gave ether and I was ably assisted by
Drs. Detwiler and Christie. The students of the Omaha Medical
College were present. A horseshoe shaped osteo-plastic flap, base
down and forward and with a diameter of three inches was raised
.so as to expose the left motor area and posterior part of the frontal
convolution. .No meningitis found, but the dura bulged prominently into the opening. A dural flap was now elevated corresponding in shape but somewhat smaller than the osteo-plastic window. Superficial fluctuation of the greatly bulging brain was at
once apparent. An exploring needle reached the fluid which consisted of clear straw-colored serum at not more than one-quarter
inch from the surface. A larger opening was at once made and an
ounce or more of serum evacuated. The finger could now be in·serted into the cavity which was as large as a good sized hen's egg.
There was no true capsule capable of removal. It was therefore
necessary to be content with packing the cavity full of sterile gauze,
one end of which was allowed to protrude from the external wound.
The osteo-plastic flap was now clapped back into place, sutured
with silk-worm-gut, and a sterile dressing applied. There was
very little shock and the patient was put to bed in good condition.
Feb. 12th, 1899· Temp. and pulse normal, but stupor is as
profound as before the operation.
Feb. 13th, 1899· Tempr roo degrees, pulse 84, stupor about
the same. Changed dressings. The gauze tampon was removed
-from the cyst cavity and only a narrow wick of gauze used to take
its place.
Feb. 14th. Temp. 99 3-5 degres, pulse 84. Stupor has passed
.away and the patient takes a lively interest in what is going on
about him. Asserts that the pain from which he has suffered so
long and so persistently has entirely gone.
Feb. 15th. Con tinned improvement . . At his own request was
.a llowed to sit propped up in bed. States that the vertigo has
passed away.
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Feb. 16th. The facial and other paralyses set!m slightly betCan speak a few words.
Feb. 18th, one week from the day of the operation. With a
little assistance he walked into the operating room, where he was
.able to tell the students that he felt very much better, that he had
no headache and .t hat he could use his arm and leg a little. At
this time could raise his arm to the level of the shoulder, but no
improvement of the hemianopsia could be noted. The dribbling of
the urine has ceased.
Feb. 25th, two weeks after the operation. ·walks about the
hospital a great deal but with a very awkward gait. Continued
improvement in all respects except in the hemianopsia.
March 4th, three weeks after operation. Can shake hands and
give a hearty grip. Can whistle. His gait is improving. By a
little persistence is able to express his thoughts correctly. E ats
well and sleeps well. The optic neuritis is subsiding.
March 16th. Was discharged from the hospital and took the
trip home, requiring two changes of cars, alone. The remnant of
the facial paralysis at the time of discharge was scarcely discernible. Can use arm and leg freely but still somewhat awkwardly .
Aphasia is almost gone,•has absolute control over the bladder with
no residual urine. No change in the hemianopsia.
A month ago a letter from the patient's brother-in-law stated
that he was in much the same condition as when he left the hospi·
tal except that he had been recently complaining of a recurrence of
the headache. There had been no more convulsive seizures.
ter.

SUMMARY.

Here we had a progressive disability characterized by severe
bead pain, vertigo, vomiting, optic neuritis, right hemianopsia,
paralysis of right leg, right arm, and right side of face, aphasia,
'localized epilepsy, and constant dribbling of urine. A brain cyst
was drained followed immediately by cessation of the head pain,
vertigo, vomiting, epileptic s~izures, and dribbling of urine, with
.slower but incomplete disappearance of the aphasia and the paralysis, improvement of the optic neuritis, but no relief of the hemian·
·opsia.
After the operation he quickly emerged from a condition of
.abject and pathetic helplessness of nineteen months duration to a
state of comparative independence, cheerfulness and freedom from
suffering. Although I am doubtful of further improvement and
fear that the improvement noted will not be permanent, this case
·is an argument for operative intervention in this class of patients.
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THE OMAHA MEDICAL COLLEGE.
BY W. F. MILROY, M. D., Editor Faculty Department.

Such persons as are familiar with the Omaha Medical College
and have perused the pages of the Annual. Announcement, which
bas appeared since the last number of this journal was issued, will
have noted certain changes in the faculty since the close of the
last session. Thinking it may interest our friends we take this
opportunity to offer a few remarks in reference to these.
First of all the fact must be ever kept before us that perpetual
mutation is characteristic of the world in which we live. Let one
revisit the home of his childhood from which he has been absent a
score of years, as did the writer a few weeks ago, and the above
remark will not appear to him only as a thread-bare formula. And
this state of perpetual cha'n ge is inevitable in educational as well
as other institutions. Any medical college, which does not from
time to time have accessions of new and younger blood to its teaching body, cannot hope long to maintain that degree of rugged virility
which must characterize a faculty of the most efficient kind.
In our faculty the name of Dr. Summers will be missed from
the department of surgery, though he retains his place in the board
of trustees. Dr. Summers has for years had a leaning toward
authorship in the field of medicine. His work upon surgical treatment, now in press, is a product of this tendency. It is his opinion
that be may count for more. in our profession by devoting his time,
heretofore occupied by teaching, to literary work. Having, therefore, withdrawn from the faculty, we still have the benefit of his
advice in the board of trustees, and we also have his promise to
continue his clinics at the hospitals with which he is connected, for
the benefit of the students of the Omaha Medical College.
All men are more or less in bondage to the influences of eariy
education and social environment. To such forces may we attril;>ute the fact that we are called upon to mention the resignation of
· Dr. Allison from the faculty of the college. This resignation bas
occurred since the Announcement was issued.
The question, now, that will occur to all is: "What are you
going to do about it? " First let it be observed that there bas been
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an impression in the minds of some that, of late years, the college
has been somewhat top-heavy in the direction of the surgical department. Macrae, Summers, Jonas, Allison, Davis-five strong men.
The withdrawal of one and the partial withdrawal of another does
not leave us altogether stranded, does it? Dr. Jonas remains, a
bulwark of strength, of whom nothing need be said here. Dr.
Davis, less fully, but not less favorably known to our student body
and alumni, is a gentleman abundantly gifted in the graces of
heart and speech as well as an accomplished surgeon. We feel
that he is amply qualified to assume, with Dr. Jonas, the heavy end
of this department. The teaehing of Dr. Macrae impresses his
students with the feeling that they are sitting at the feet of a
master, as they are.
We have the pleasure of announcing that since our annual
circular was published the college has been able to add to its staff
of instructors the name of Dr. J . C. Anderson. The doctor has
enjoyed exceptional educational advantages in this country and in
Europe and has also had experience as a teacher in medicine. He
has consented to undertake the work which was assigned to Dr.
Allison, and we are confident that it will be carried through in so
systematic and thorough a manner that no room will be left for
regre t at the change.
The withdrawal of Dr. Lavender from the department of pathology marks another important change. The doctor is an alumnus
of the Omaha Medical College, and has worked with great ability
and untiring zeal and self sacrifice for the upbuilding of his alma
mater. His labor is fully appreciated by the college. Owing to
his success, and that of others, in promoting the growth of the
institution, the time bas come when it seems to be essential that
some one give his time exclusively to this department. Dr. Lavender being unwilling to abandon the practice of medicine, vacated
the chair. The trustees have secured the services of Dr. \V. K.
Yeakel for the position. He will have charge of alt of the microscopic laboratories, with the exception of the laboratory of biology.
Dr. Yeakel comes to us from Chicago, where he has had a large
ex perience in this line of teaching. H e is most highly endorsed by
t4,e Chicago men and we have every reason to believe that he will
maintain his department at the highest degree of efficiency. A
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valuable part of his instruction will be a course for advanced
students, in medical diagnosis. In this course will be contained the
practical application of all that has been learned in the entire field
of microscopic study during the four years of the course.
Just here we might also refer to a course in physiologica l chemistry by Dr. Stokes. This course is exceedingly interesting and
valuable, showing the practical application of chemical science to
the diagnosis of disease, as employed at the present day.
Dr. Donald Macrae, Jr., whose absence in the Philippines in
military service deprived the college of his help during the last
session, will be with us again next fall. In addition to his work in
the department of anatomy, we may expect from him some interesting talks on modern military surgery. The department of anatomy
has been further reinforced by a number of capable men and is
prepared to turn out thoroughly trained anatomists. 1'he college
is under obligations to Dr. Curtis for stepping into the breach last
year, during the unexpected absence of Dr. Macrae from the anatomical department. The doctor has advanced a step, and those
who know him will entertain no doubt that his work will be
entirely satisfactory in his new position as lectarer on surgical
anatomy.
In this connection we are able to announce another important
improvemen t. The laws of our state are very favorable to the disposition of the unclaimed bodies of dead paupers so as to promote
the study of anatomy in medical colleges. At the same time the
college has found it advisable to accumulate a number of bodies during the vacation period in order that there may be no lack. The most
perfect method for the preservation of these, yet devised, is by the
use of cold. A contract has been entered into at a considerable
expense for the construction of a refrigerating room for this
purpose. This involves the erection of a permanent addition to the
building, but the enterprise is undertaken in execution of the
design of the trustees to leave absolutely nothing undone which
might contribute to the success of the institution. It has been
stated before, in these columns, that we propose to have a medical
school fully abreast with twentieth century ideas of such institutions. We mean every word of it.

THl!/ O. M. C. PrJL8.E.
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A new departure will be noted in providing for special instruction in life insurance examinations. This has become a prominent
part of the work of many physicians and Dr. Cloyd, who is at the
head of the medical department of a very large life insurance organization, is well qualified to give information upon this subject.
When the last number of this journal went to press the
contract for our new building had not been signed. Today the
walls have been finished, the roof is being constructed and the
inside work is progressing rapidly. We reproduce a half-tone of
the building, which was made from the architect's sketch. It is
only fair to say that since the building itself is visible it is conceded by every one that the picture falls far short of doing it
justice; the reality has surpassed our expectations. Accepting the
risk of repeating ourselves we will refer very briefly to the
.arrangements of the building. The plans of the structure erected
in 1894 received careful study and were believed to contain such a
volume and distribution of space as to fully meet all requirements.
On account of the growth of the school and further elaboration of
the course we soon became aware of a stringency in our qt1arters.
We were able also to know exactly what additions were needed and
in the light of these facts the new building is being erected. If
anything of use or comfort shall be lacking when this structure is
completed we are unable to imagine what it will be. Among the
more important features added are the microscopic laboratories
located upon the top story, thus insuring an unobstructed light
upon all sides. A space one hundred by thirty feet is devoted to
this use and is furnished upon a somewhat original plan to secure
the greatest comfort and convenience for the students. A very
large, well lighted and thoroughly furnished chemical laboratory
is another new feature. An independent laboratory, large and
well situated, is also secured for the class in biology. Other conveniences contributing to the benefit ~nd comfort of students have
not been omitted.
.
Having canvassed the whole situation it is obvious that the
conditions under which the next session of this institution will be
opened are materially different from those which prevailed at the
cloie of the session of 1898-99· The effect of these changes is to
.greatly stimulate the enthusiasm of the faculty, who are strongly
of the opinion that a strong forward movement has taken place.
They confidently believe that the approaching session, which
will usher them into a new century will also mark the beginning
of a new era of prosperity and usefulness in the history of the
-omaha Medical College.
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It is evident that the policy of the 0. M. C. is to leave noth-

ing undone that is indicated for the most efficient training of it's
students. The 0. M. C. has always been prompt in supplying
anything that a thorough course demands and in pursuit of this
policy the capacity of the college has this year been doubled. Dr.
Milroy's article in this number is descriptiv e of conditions as we
shall find them this fall.

***

In this number we present a likeness of Dr. Ewing Brown.
Dr. Brown is now secretary of the college, in which capacity the
matriculat es will find him ready to answer all questions and receive
all moneys. The matriculat ion books will be open after Sept. 1st.
The fee is five dollars and applies on your tuition.
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The new nembers of the faculty have our best wishes for
success in their new fields. 'fhey will find,' as others have, that the
0. M. C. students appreciate duely what is done for them and have
a considerable tolerance for work and a will to learn.

** 4r
We are pleased to announce that although Dr. Summers will
discontinue his didactic lectures this year, he will hold surgiCal
clinics at the Douglas county and Clarkson hospitals as formerly.

***

Dr. A. Koerber, 0 . M. C. '97, favors us with an article on his two
years' experience abroad. Dr. Koerber is to be congratulated upon
having had such opportunities.

***

In the past THE PuLSE has published articles by alumni and
we respectfully solicit their further favors. Keep in touch with
yom .uma mater.

* **

The pages of THE P ULSE are open for the discussion of questions that pertain either to the student body or alumni. Have you
anything to say?

* **

Dr. B. B. Davis contributes to this number a report on a case in
brain surgery, a subject in which he has interested all who have
had the opportunity of hearing him.

* **

The clinical department for this number of THE PULSE is limited
to a few notes by Nielsen on the condition of the dispensary clinic
as it has been conducted this summer and on what it promises to
be this fall. The next issue will contain complete clinical and class
notes as formerly.

** *

A new refrigerating room is being built that will insure the
best possible preservation of the cadaver. It will be at the rear of
the old building.
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Dr. C. A. Bradley, of Beatrice, bas been invited to deliver
the opening address at the 0. M. C. on the evening of October 3d.

** *
The 0. M. C. library is still in need of reference works.
in something to help it along.

Send

***
Drs. Gifford, McClanahan, Jonas and Treynor read papers before the American Medical Association meeting at Columbus, 0 .

* **
Drs. Jonas and Lowry were appointed delegates to represent
the American Medical Association at the International Medical
Congress at Brussels in rgoo.

** *

One dollar pays for a year's subscription to THE PTJLSE. Send
us your dollar while you have it.

** *

It is reported that the college is to have a new X-ray laboratory. Is there something more you can suggest?

MATRICULATION NOTICE.
The books of the college will be open on ~nd after the first of
September for the matriculation of students for the session of r8ggxgoo. Students may matriculate either in person or by letter.
The fee is five dollars and will be deducted from the regular lecture
fee when the balnnce of the fees are paia. Seals w ill be assigned
in the 01'der of matriculation upon the college books.
The Mercer Chemical Company sustained a severe loss by a
fire in the crude dr11g department recently. Damaged stock has
now been replaced and the firm announce their ability to meet all
demands of the trade.
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AN ALUMNUS OF '97 ABROAD.
ADOLP H KOERBER, M. D.

It was spring '97 when our class, almost worn out by the
intensive study which seemed to be the more endless the more it
was approaching the end, reached the degree of M. D., after
having successfully gone forth in more than twenty·two battles, so
called different branches in medicine. I have no doubt, in fact, I
know it to be the truth, that there is ,no medical college, no
university in this country or abroad in which students work
harder and are more deeply devoted to the vast domain of medicine
than the boys of the 0. M. C. Therefore it seemed to them somewhat strange to hear of my intention to go abroad right after I
finished here. The opportunity though to perfect myself still
more in the various branches of medicine as well as the desire to
see my parents once more while being alive was stronger than the
advices given to me in this respect and so I went, knowing it to
be of great value to me some day. I reached home May 15, 1897,
and it did not take me long to become acquainted with some of the
leading men in Stuttgart, my native city. I took the opportunity
offered to me by Prof. Heinrich Kostlin, surgeon to the Queen
Olga hospital for diseases of children and adults up to 20 yurs.
The number of operations performed during the time of my stay
there was a large one. Osteotomies being frequently done for
rachitic curvatures of the leg and thigh; redressement forcee
· (methode Lorenz) for congenital dislocations of hip joint, pictures
being taken with the X·rays to prove horizontal position of neck
of femur in rickets giving rise to coxa vara, (analogous to pesvarus);
gun shot wounds of the skull; Colles fracture; intussusception;
atresia ani; tuberculous coxitis; osteomyelitis, etc., etc. The most
interesting cases were chondro-sarcoma at plantar surface, cystosarcoma of neck, sarcoma of tibia, humerus and, the most rare, of
the oesophagus.
Prof. Sigel and Assistant Dr. Krauss w~re the physicians of
the department of internal medicine. They gave me quite an
opportunity to see cases of pneumonia in all stages, tuberculosis of
lungs, valvular lesions of the heart, septic endocarditis with
urticarial eruption, nephritis, idiopathic contractures, gastro-

'
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enteritis, diphtheritic and follicular enteritis, appendicitis, as well
as acute in fectious and contagious diseases: Measles, scarlet fever,
smallpox,• diphtheria, pertussis, parotitis. I n diphtheria serum was
always used with good results; tracheotomy frequent but intubation never in small children. In enteritis (summer diarrhoeas) calomel in small, Tannalbin in large doses ( 15 grs. every two h ours)
with excellent results in connection wi th warm baths, etc., etc.
During my whole term I did not meet with one case of typhoid
fever. Skin diseases, eczemas, scabies, seborrhoeas, lupus and pediculi capitis very frequently came for treat ment. Besides I had the
opportunity to see qui te a few postmortems and performed several
of them myself whenever requested to do so. This was indeed a
very happy time for me and I was treated with so much of collegial
attention I hated to leave for Muuich.
In November, '97, I matriculated as M.D. student at the Ludwig-Maximilian Universitat in Munich, and became a regular German student. I took lectures i n all branches of medicine over
again with the exception of chemistry and biology, thus noting the
differences between American and German ways of teaching.
There can be no question as to the American way being the more
practical and advantageous one to t he individual student because
he must be present; he gets quizzed on the subject and the teacher
in so keeping track of him makes him study. In Germany the professor delivers his lectures, whether ten or a hundred students are
present. It does not matter to him as he is never quizzing them
excepting in the clinic hours. He does not take any special iuterJ
est in any one of his students, whether the student absorbs and
learns something or not, is attentive or sleepy, present or ab;;ent,
he is the professor and way above anything like a student. No
wonder t hat some students hardly know the inside of the lecture
room, much less what was taught in it. Of course not all are this
way . You see very busy boys among them, well aware of the
great advantages offered them. 'While there is no possibility given
a man in the 0. M. C . of not adding his s hare in becoming a devoted and conscientious physician, there is a chance in Germany
for a young man to study or rather not to study for ten or fifteen
years until all his money is gone, time lost, and youth passed away,
and he merely adds to the number of physicians a dissatisfied,
worthless member if he ever does become a doctor.
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In surgery I had the opportunity to see and hear Prof. von
Angerer, surgeon-in·chief of the Bavarian army, a follower of the
late well known Prof. Nussbaum. He has the most modern operating room I have ever seen. The surgical hospital, built a few
years ago, shows modern improvements all through. Prof. Angerer is generally looked upon as one of the most able teachers in
.his line besides being a very clever surgeon. During the operation
he descends to the deficiences of the students in general, speaking
about every step in the operation as he successively proceeds, tak·ing care so every one is able to see what and how he does it.
Every morning at eight o'clock three or four students are called
·down to practice and to make the diagnosis of the cases given to
to them. It amused me to see those old students I referred to, or,
:as the Germans call them, "alte Hauser," mistake a bursitis praepatellaris for a tubercular knee joint.
In internal medicine Geheimrat von Ziemssen and Prof. Bauer
have been my teachers. Their lectures no doubt excellent, in every
way well thought and studied over, seemed to me lacking in the
application of fine therapeutic measures. It seems to me that
those older men cannot get down to modern therapeutics as well as
·t he younger generation. Dr. Voit, a young adjunct professor, delivering lectures on diseases of the heart gave the best therapy
-of any man I ever heard, besides our professor on materia
medica and therapeutics. Strychnine, never used as a heart tonic,
was always replaced by 01. camphora fortius though we know it
·never can take its place. Infusions of a normal saline solution also
used much less frequently.
The laboratories I have seen, though well equipped with mod,ern appliances, are old localities and everything else but modern.
After having studied there two semesters during which time I
took notes in every branch, just as I did in my last year at the 0.
M. C., I became interne physician at the "frauenklinik"in which I
chiefly studied obstetrics and gynecology under Geheimrat Prof. v .
Winckel. Every physician entering the "frauenklinik" was
obliged to pay for his room M. 15 a month. He will have to take
a regular course of at least six months, as follows :
First month: Care of the new born and mother after partul'ition.
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Second month: Examination of different stages of pregnancy
up to labor, filling out journals, diagnosis, state how far advanced
after every examination etc. , etc.
Third and fourth month: Care of labor cases.
Fifth month: Gynecological ward, examination and diagnosis
of different cases: Salpingitis, myoma, carcinoma cervicis, ovarian
· tumor, haematocele retrouterina, parametritis, etc., etc.
Sixth month: Obstetrical policlinic, (labor cases in the city.)
Seventh month: Ambulatorium, (gynecological) , outside cases
entering the clinic from 8 a. m. to 12 m.
Besides this courses were given in obstetrical and gynecologi·
cal operations on the phantom by the first assistant and on the
living under direct supervision of Geheimrat v. Winckel. Any
physian intending to take certain branches over again is allowed to
do so. He is supposed to attend all lectures and clinics of Prof.
v. Winckel, if not on duty, where a special seat in the lecture and
clinic room is reserved for him. The material is abundant,
Munieh alternating with Berlin as to to number of medical
students. After having satisfactorily pursued a course in the·
"frauenklinik" every interne physician is entitled to a certificate
for his hospital career.

THE OMAHA MEDICAL LABORATORY.
THE OMAHA MEDICAL LABORA'l'ORY is a new institution for
which THE PuLSE bespeaks success. It supplies a long felt want
in this territory for the assistance of the practitioner in making a
diagnosis in such cases as require chemical and microscopic work
that can only be done expeditiously where there is every facility.
Its staffis composed of men who have worked along special
lines and who have had those opportunities which are necessary
The laboratory will be under the
for successful laboratory work.
immediate supervision of Dr. A. C. Stokes and Dr. W. K. Yeakel.
With new laboratories at its command it is in a position to do all
kinds of chemical and microscopical work promptly and efficiently.
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DR. GEO. H. BICKNELL, '95.

The following is a list of graduate s of the Omaha Medical
College now located and practicin g medicine in this city: J. R.
Beatty, Nellie Clark, A. J. Crawford , S. A. Campbell, George R.
Gilbert, W. A. Hostette r, F. A. Fulton, Lizzie Fitch, Adolph
Koerber, J. F. Kelley, Andrew Johnson , N. S. Mercer, S. H.
Smith, Louis Swoboda , C. F . Swanson , M. 0. Ricketts , Reubep.
Robinson , W. R. Lavende r, Henry Weise, George L. Strader, A.
C. Stokes, E. J. Updegra ff, L . B. Van Camp, E. R. Porter.
Dr. C. S. James, class of '99, is at present relieving Dr. Cassidy, of Shelby, who is post graduati ng in the east.
Dr. S. A. Campbel l, class of '98, who won an excellen t reputation as Chief of Staff at the Emergen cy Hospital on the Exposition, is again in charge for the Greater America Expositi on.
Dr. N. S. Mercer, class of '99, is on the medical staff at the Exposition Hospital .
Dr. Harry Burdick writes from the Rock Spring Wyomin g
General Hospital and says he is having all kinds of surgical experience there.
Dr. Weymul ler, class of '98, who was interne at the Methodi st
Hospital last year, is permane ntiy located at Millard, Neb.
Dr. J. R. Beatty, class of '99, has just had his first case of
appendi citis-had it himself, but we are glad to say he has recovere d.
Dr. A. P. Fitzsimm ons, class of '95, who served as surgeon in
the Third Regimen t in Cuba, has just received a telegram from the
Surgeon General offering him a commission in one of the new volunteer regimen ts in the Philippin e Islands.
Dr. Byron Pampel is another of our 0. M. C. boys who has
succeeded in getting past the Montana State Board, and is now
practicin g in Livingst on, being associate d in practice with Dr. S.
E. Leard, another Omaha Medical graduate .
Dr. John Pringle, class of '95, is now located at Pierce, Neb.
Dr. Harry Baugess , class of '99, is located at Harvey, Neb . •
and says that things are going well with him.
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Dr. Adolph Koerber, class of '97, has returnd from two years
hospital work in Germany and is now located in Omaha. He evidently prefers to cast his lot with the Yankees rather than with the
subjects of Emperor William.
Dr. C. F. Dietz, class of '97, has just been in Omaha visiting
the Exposition. From his general prosperous air we infer that he,
in common with 0 .· M. C. graduates generally, is doing well.

Summer Clif)ics at

t~e Celle~e,

Since the close of last session those who have had the opportunity of attending the dispensary clinics have noted several
changes which increasing clinical material has made necessary. Of
these changes it might interest the absentees to hear. First of all
we wish to note the fact that the clinical faculty bas shown the
same attention to this department during the summer as during
the regular session, which fact assures us of an abundance of
clinics this fall.
The surgical room has been refitted throughout. A new stock
of surgical dressings has been added and this department is well
equipped for treating such cases as are daily presented.
The eye and ear room had a new equipment last year. To this
have been added more instruments and this department promises to
give senior stadents individual instruction in the use of the
ophlamosco pic aids in diagnosis.
In the department for diseases of children more time has been
alloted to the work.
The clinic for nervous diseases has presented a number of
cases of exceptional diagnostic interest and doubtless will ' be
favored in the new building with facilities for routine work in
diagnosis.
The medical clinic gives promises of superior advantages in
the fall. It is a daily clinic and needs more room.
The gynecologic al clinic is conducted in a very systematic
manner and is well equipped for the work.
The secretary of the clinical staff is at the college daily and
sees that the clinical department gets everything it needs for the
M. N.
work.

THE 0MAHA
MEBICAL
LAB0RAT0RY.

•

An institution for laboratory work in diagnosis of
complicated cases, having at its disposal private
laboratories as well as the general laboratories of the
Omaha Medical College.
This laboratory is to aid the practitioner in the
application of such scientific aids as neither his time
nor office facilities will permit.
Complete analysis of urine, stomach contents,
sputum, etc. Bacteriological examinations of every
kind. Pathological diagnosis, etc. Medico-legal
cases and commercial work.
Staff of the Omaha Medical Laboratory:
A. C. STOKES, M. S., M. D., Chemist.
W. K. YEAKEL, M.D., Pathologist.
H. GIFFORD, B. S., M. D., Consultant
Bacteriology.
B. B. DAVIS, A. B., M. D., Consultant in Surgical Pathology.
G. H. BICKNELL, M.D., Secretary and Treasurer.
For pamphlet of instruction on how to send specimens and work of laboratory, address

Omaha Medical Laboratory,
12th and Pacific Sts.
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Lecals.
Kalal came in from Niobrara for a few days visit.
Rathbun, who has been putting in his time in Omaha, left for
northern points. Towar has gone in the same direction.
Miss Wood is enjoying life at Logan, Iowa.
R. V. Witter, ex-'99, and M.A. Tinley, ex-'ot, who are with
the 51st Iowa in the Philippines, are booked for an early return.
Gritzka, ex-'oo, stopped off in Omaha on his return from Cuba
long enough to say that he would be with us in the fall.
Douglas is enjoying the experience of assisting in the practice
of medicine somewhere in the west.
Preston and Thulin are putting in the summer at the Exposition. Preston is at the Emergency Hospital and Thulin is on the
clerical force.
Davis has returned from two month 's work at a South Dakota
teacher's institute.
Bartlett came around the other day to tell the boys that he is
now a married man. THE PuLSE congratulates him and wishes
• him a long and happy wedded life. Who said Rolfe is next?
Emerson inform& us that life bas been extremely prosy at Cook,
chiefly brightened by the beaming sun that brings forth the farmer's
corn.
A prospective student came to the dispensary clinic the other
day and having special inclination for surgery, attentively watched
the operations and dressings. After an hour's observation he took
us aside to inquire about that young surgeon who displayed such
skill. "That's a senior." "What, that man with the dark clothes
and curly hair?" "Oh, no, that's Dr. Nielsen, a very promising
young surgeon, and his talks are immense. "
Among those who have showed up at the clinics this summer
are Hall, Smith, Brewster, Bartlett, Davis, Allen, Overgaard,
Shockley, Douglas, Jefierson, Wilmoth, Nielsen, Preston, Thulin,
Towar, Walker, Van Fleet, Rathbun.

•
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Dodge has been fortunate enough to spend the hot season in
the mountains. He reports a good time and will be ready for life
at the 0. M. C. by October zst.
Herron has been kept busy at home and expects to be kept.
busy at the 0. M. C. in a few more weeks.
Robertson, of Council Bluffs, is not saying much bnt will show
up on time when there is to be a scramble for seats.
Brewster is still mixing drugs at the dispensary. We don't
know whether this has anything to do with mixing drinks or not.
Van Fleet witnessed an operation this summer, or rather the·
giving of the anesthetic-ask him what happened next.
Walker and Overgaard are making the most of their opportunities while doing service in the hospitals.
Last year's freshmen are probably reading anatomy. Wedon't hear much from them. A man don't say much, so that anyone hears it, when anatomy occupies his attention. As sophs,
they will no doubt show up strong and make the most of the new
accommodations they are to share in the new building.
The seniors promise to make room scarce on the front seats.
Rolfe is enjoying life over in the Hawkeye state. That is do·
ing a great deal, but no doubt he finds time to see a few cases ancf
embellish his dignity as becomes a senior.
Betz has been making flying trips into Omaha this summer,
and his words in praise of the new building are numerous. What
Betz says goes.
Jensen, the dent, is of a forgiving disposition or he wouldn't
have done a thing to that medic who put him on tonic treatment.
Who's the medic?

-College Agent for Publishers and Dealers i n -

.Surgical . Supplies, . Medical . and . Dental . Books.
P~ICES CHEE~FULLY

QUOTED.
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BOOK NOTICES.
THE MODERN TREATMENT OF WOUNDS.-By J.

E.

SUMMERS, JR., M.

D.

This book will be published in September. From the titles of
chapters enumerated below we believe it will be a book that will
meet a long felt want on the part of the medical profession, as it is
a subject upon which medical literature is inefficient. Its field is.
limited, and therefore, no doubt, well covered. In our next issue
we hope to be prepared to make further notice of it.
CHAPTERS:

I.

II.
III.
IV.

v.

VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.

X.
XI.
XII . .
XIII.

XIV.
XV .

XVI.
XVII.
XVIII.
XIX.
XX.

Bacteria and Wounds.
Preparatory Surgical Technique.
Operative and Accidental Wounds.
Operations on Infected Tissues.
Accidental Wounds.
Punctured Wounds of the Brain.
Penetrating Wounds of the Chest.
The Treatment of Incised and Punctured Wounds of the·
Abdomen.
The Treatment of Intra-Abdominal Lesions Following Contusions of the Abdominal Walls.
Sprains and Contusions of Joints.
Compound Wounds of Joints.
Head Injuries.
Poisoned and Dissection Wounds.
Specific Wound Infection.-Erysipelas.
Tetanus.
Treatment of Septic Blood Poisoning.
Compound F ractures of Long Bones.
Treatment of Gunshot Wounds.
The Treatment of B urns and Frost-Bites.
The Use of Rubber Gauntlets or Gloves.

16th and Douglas Sts. , R.OHR.BOUOH BR.OS., PR.OPS.
FALL TER.M-Opens Monday morning, Sept. 4·
departments.

New classes m all

WORK FOR BOARD-All students can have bollrd for three hours work each day.
Rooms, 50c. per week.
CATALOG-Free to any address; also specimens of penmanship. Write for particulars.
Address-ROHRBOUGH BROS •• OMAHA. NEB.

•

At the Greater America Exposition, Omaha, July to Nov. 1899.

Sur. HUDODhOS. 60., F6IIOWS
~ontains the Essential Eleme n ts of the animal organization-Potash & Lime.

The Oxidizing AgentS- Iron and Manganese.
The Tonics-Quinine and Strychnine;
And the Vitalizing Constitu e nt-Phosphorus; the whole combined in the
form of a syrup with a Slightly Alkaline Reaction.

It Diifers in its Effects from a ll Analogous Preparations; and it possesses the important properties of being pleasant to the taste, easily born by the
stomach, and harmless under prolonged use.
It has Gained a Wide Reputation, particularly in the treatment of P.ul·
monary Tubet"culosis, Chronic Bronchitis, and other affections of the respiratory
organs. It bas also been employed with much success in various nervous and
debilitating diseases.
Its Curative Powe r is largely attributable to its stimulant, tonic and nutritiTe
properties, by means of which the energy of the system is recruited.
Its Action is Prompt; it stimulates the appetite and the digestion, it promotes
assimilation, and it enters directly into the circulation with the food products.
The prescribed dose produces a feeling of buoyancy, and removes depression and
melancbo.!_y, hence tk preparation is of great value in tM treatment of mental and
nervous aJJ"ectilnt.s. From the fact, also. that it exerts a double tonic and induces
a healthy ftow of the secretions, its use is indicated in a. wide range of diseases.

Medical Ltlleri may be addrused to:

MR. FELLOWS, 48 Vesey St., New York.

!J'~

:i{ift _..,.}... ~·f .rr (,

Has excdlmt accommodalions for pay patimts of
titlur ux, botlt in private rootiu and wards.
Endowmmts
allow of a limited number of curable casts oj tlu Surgical Distaus of Womm and Childrm btitzg admitted free of c/1arge.
There is a ward devoted exclusively to tlu treatmmt of
Childrm.
The Hospital has every modem equipmmt for sucassful
work, and ltas also a

ov-.vr""-

TRAINING SCHOOL FOR NURSES
cotmuted witlz it. PhysiciatlS needing tlu servias of Skilled
Nursts should communicate by letter, telepltotu or telegraph
witlt tlu Head Nurse. For i11jormation regarding the Traitzitzg School for Nurus addrtss the Head Nurse.
Patimts applying .for Free Treatment must prodttet satisfactory evidence of their inability to pay.
The Hospital has a powerful X-Ray plattl, and conduct
tlu only Ambulance Service itt Omaha. For further itiformation apply at the Hospital, or to

DR. J. E. SUMMERS, JR.,
ROOM 315 McCAGUE BLOCK.

"<'=::::----Surgeon in Charge.

Oreater America Exposition, Omaha.

Your Money
.. Returned ..
lt rou are not satisfied
the end or 30 dars.

u

TRY IT

IN ANY case of
Acute, Subacute,
Articular, Muscular or Gonorrheal Rheumatism, Arthritis, Synovitis, Periostitis, Ankylosis, Gout, Etc.
&"Send for Treatise and Compilation of Sciientific Articles on
Dr. Hot Air. Thonsands in use
by the most eminent physicians
iu the country.

SEND POSTAL TO·DAY.
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FRANKS. BETZ &CO.,
78 State Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

The

EMPIRE ELASTIC
BANDAGE

Specially adapted for

VARICOSE VEINS
We invite the attention of the Medical and
Surj!'ical Profession to the various nterits
combined in our bandae-es.
I st. Its Proslty.-Thee-reatest in the
"Empire." It never causes itchia~r, rash
or ulceration under the bandage.
2d. Its Elasticity, \vhich will enable
the surgeon or nurse to put it on at any required tension, and which will follow a
swelling up or down, as the case may be, a
feature unknowrt to any Other bandage.
3d. Its Abaorbant Propertles.Greatest ht the ''Empire."
5th. Its easy application to any part of
the body, not belntt necessary to fold over,
as it follows itself with equal uniformity
around any part of the abdomen.
6th. Its Self-Holding Qualities.
-No bother with pins, needles and thread,
or string, so tiresome to surgeons, as simply
tucking the end under the last told inRures
its permanent stay, until its removal tor
purpose of cleanliness.
6th. The only bauda~re that is Superlor to the Elastic Stocking for varicose veins ..

Send

THE

E~1PIRE

$ 1.00

for J•inches by s - yard bandage on approval.

ABDOMINAL SUPPORTER
Is Superior
to all others
for the
following
reasons:

The

EMPIRE
UMBILICAL
TRUSS

Is an Abdominal Supporter with But*oa
Inserted at the Naval,

1st. It adapts itself

to every movement of

E_APli\.E:
}IBDOMINA~
SUPPOf\!~

the body, giving
strong and even sup·
port.
2d. It produces
warmth without irritation or sweating, as
it is perfectly venti·
!ated.
3d. In pregnancy,
corpulency, tumors,or
other casesof enlarge·
ment of abdomen, it
supports weight of
body from the backbone, relieving the
sinews of their overwort<.
4th. Its easy a ppliance (lace and draw
on over the bead or
feet .)
5th. It is cheap,
durable. It can be
washed when soiled,
proper c a r e be i n g
taken to cleanse in
lukewarm water and
dry in shade.
In ord ering give
lar~rest measure of
the abdomen.

Prices:
8 inch wide
• $2 SO
11 " J double } 3 06
12 " l rubber
4 00
Manufactured by

Is made of the same material and possesses the
same merits aa the Empire Elastic Bandage
and Empire Abdominal Supporters, and is pronounced by all who have seen It to be the best
In the world. All of our goods are sent free
by mall, upon receipt of price, and money refunded if not satisfactory.

Prices:
Infant, hard pad $1.2.5
Children,"
11.60
Adult,
4.00

Infant, soft pad ti.SO
Children,"
" 3.0!1
Adult,
s.oe

All above Prlce11 are net to Ph)'alolana

THE EMPIRE MANUFACTURING CO.

No. ,c8 Sprin~ Street, LOCKPO~T, N.Y., U.S. A.
Please mention this publication when writing.

Chas. Shiverick & Co. G.A. Lindquest

FURNITURE

TAILOR

•
•

316 • SOUTH . 15TH . STREET•
Largest Stock and
..... Lowest Prices.

CHAS. SHIVERICK &CO.
Mew LoGation 1315·17·19

farnamSt.

.... A long experience in the
selection of woolens enables
me to carry only the choicest
Trimmings and
patterns.
workmanship the best.

WHEN YOU ....
GO TO THE EXPOSITION SEE THE
HAWES HAT EXHIBIT. SKILLED
WORKMEN MAKE HATS BEFORE
YOUR EYES.

STEPHENS & SMITH,to9

N.

t6TH ST.

ARE THE AGENTS IN OMAHA.

OMAHA ELECTRIC

CARPET CLEANING WORKS
2221-23 N. 20th St.
(Opp. Coliseum.)

N. A. CHRISTENSON, Prop.
Telephone 1659.

Carpets re-laid on shortest notice. Order$
by telephone promptly attended to.

The Academic, Collegia te and Musical DeBoth
partmen ts of the Universi ty of Omaha.
good
Classical and Scientific Courses with
laborato ries and library. Omaha's advantag es
Site noted for
for music and at less expense.
Modernl y
its attractiveness and healthfulness.
equipped dormitories. Course of the highest
standard , and an excellent Faculty. Consider
both the quantity and quality of advantag es
offered you.

WRITE F OR NEW CALALOQUEJ UST OUT.

SAY 0t) (2T t)R !
Don't waste your life, your strength, going all
over the city of Omaha to find the best place to
buy a

PH..€ TON , STAN HOPE .. ..
CONC ORD OR SURR EY.
" AN Y DOCTOR " in Oma h a (they nearly all come here)
will advise you to go to us for the best assortmen t, the
best work, the ·best treatment .

THEY
ARE
RIGHT.

1 Drummond Carriage Co.
18th and Harney, Opp. Court House.

OB STI NA TE CA SES
CURED BY THE USE OF

Mercer's Pill Vita, Blue.
THE MEnn:n

C'H>:~rrcAL ('O .. Omaha. ~eb.
I am ,-.,rr fM·orably hnpres.ed with all your
rurmula•. but ~~Jkclally with Pill \"Ita. I ortler.-d them ror a patient (a married Indy who
seemed de1·ntd of atly se>:ut<l reellng whateYer,
luwlng no desire ror colluM nnd only Hnhmitting
from !L sense ot duty. It !(11"\~s me plt•asure to
inform yon that two bottles of your Pill \"ita
h!Wl' matprtally cbanjled this condition. and
thO! patient Is rapidly Jlalnh.K In ,,.xual power.
Pre\ious to this treatml'nt bhl' bad 11>4'<1 altno•t
<n•ery other aphrodisiac In the market with no
etTect. Pleas" s~nd one·hnlr dozen bottle~ an <I
nbllge.
S. .J. IIHII::TZ , M . ll .. Hamilton , Ark.

Gotbenberg. Neb., Oct, ~arb. 1·'1''·
Dear Slr»:-:llr. \\'-,aged:)! !, married over
two years. Since hn1·tng an atta<'k or paraly~!<
ot the ll•rt side bas l'UITered complete Impotent·<'
-I say complete ad,·tsedly, a~; 110 has not ex
perlent·ed In all that lime e1·en a partial eree
tlon But I mu,;t confess my ~treat surprl~e
>Lnd satbtaclion art ..r !!t day~· treatment with
your Pill \'Ita )Jlut> ' to baYe thl' patient report
lllm>l'lf entirely cm·t•d. and tilt' vt'rdlct-gull ty
of uslnjt Mercer's Pill \'Ita. (Biut•) has created
happlnt>ss and reunll<'<l a happy couple.
THE :\h:nn:n CRLMH:.u, Co .. Omaha, :-:eb.

Ht>~peetruu~-,

DK. \\'. P. Si\11'1'11, Ass·t Sur~ U. P. Ry.

Pill \'ita is one of the most powerful aphrodisiac~ known to medicine and we also
recommend it as a vi talizer for the ovaries. thereby producing regular menst ruation.
100 mailed to any addr ess on receipt of One Dollar Dispensing Physicians desiring
to sa1·e mony on their purchases of medicine, will obtain valuable information in
detail,
fREE OF ANY t HARGE, by sending US their address.

A RAilROAD SURGEON REPORTS.
OFFICE OF

GEO. A. N AS H . M. D.

C. G. W. R. R
St:NGI!ON : K. C. S·1. J. ,\: 0 . ll. R
0. & ST. L. R. R.

R

M aryville, Mo. , Feb . 27, 1895.
THE MERCER CHEM I CAL CO., Oma.ha, Neb.
DEAR SIRS : Your Pill Anremic ( Pink ) truly bears the rie;ht
name. I have u s ed them for a long time In my prac tice, and
they alw ays give b etter success t h an a n y other p r epa r ati on I
have ever t ri ed . In fact, they fill a lon g-felt want, and I unhesitatingly recomme nd them ~to the professio n.
Yours truly,
CEO. A. NASH, M . D.

Th e foregoing expresses the general sentimen t of many reliable prac
tition ers I n reference to Pill An <em lc (Pink.)

I ndicated In anremla, chlorosis , hysteria, sciatica, neuralgia ,
locomoto r ataxia, leucorrho aa, and general female weaknes
se s
and nervous disorders .
FORMUL A .
Ferrou s Carb ...... . ........... . .............. .............. 2 grs.
H<emoglo bln. . .... .... .. . ...... . ............... ............ 1.-2 gr.
Zinc Pnoaphlde . . . . . ............ . ............ . ........ 1-SO
g r.
Arsenous Acid ............ ... .. .... ............ ... ....... 1-50 gr.
Strychnin e Nitrate ............. . ...... .... ........... 1-100 gr.
Aloin ..
. . .. .... .. .... .. . . . .. .. ..
. .l-Ie gr.

Dose: One pill after each meal.
O n e hu n dred Pill A n remlc ( Pi n k ) m ailed to any add r ess on
rece~pt of $1 .00. Send postal note, draft, or express moneyorder.

The Mercer Chemical Co.,
ST ANDARD PH ARMACE UTI CAL PREPARATIONS,

OMAH A, NEB .

The Aloe & Penfold Co's

Compact Operating Case, No. 1

The A. & P. Co's Operating Case No. 1 contains: 1 Finger Knife; l Hernia Knife; 2
Scalpels; l Tenaculum; I Amputating Knife, 6 inch blade; 1 Curved Bistoury; 1 Teno·
tom; l pair Curved Scissors; 1 Tourniquet Saw, 9 inch blade; 2 Silver Probes; 1 Hremos·
tatic Forcep; 1 Director with Aneurism Needle; Needles, Silk and Wire.
In Compact
Leather Case, price .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ $20.00
A. & P. Co's Compact Operating Case No. 2: This case is extremely compact and well
arranged. Every instrument is perfectly aseptic, and placed in two removable metal racks.
The case itself is handsome and durable and has a comfortable handle and metal corners
Contents Large Amputating Saw, removable handle; Liston's ii'z inch Bone Forceps
wtth spring; 3 Pean's Hremostatic Forceps; Curved Scissors; Keene's Needle Holder, •> inch,
Esmarch's Tourniquet with hook and chain; Amputating Knife, 7 :\!eta! Handle Operating
Knives, as~orted blades to suit; Flat End Director; Pair of Probes; Needles and Silk. All
the edge work in hand forged and of superior quality and warranted. Price .... 82.5.00

Tissue Finger
Cots
Per Box of One Dozen , J sc.

THE

ALOE & PENFOLD Co.

Surgical Instruments]>.~\) Physicians' Supplies
1408 Farnam St. COoo. Paxton Hotel.)

OMAHA .. NEB .

